
 
  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

You can “Like” me on Facebook and 
“Connect” with me on LinkedIn at Thomas J. 
Wolf, CFP®.   

For those of you not using these social 
media services, you can go directly to my website 
at www.iplan4u.com 

For those of you we mail Monthly 
Updates to, we will include the most relevant of 
those items with the update. 
  

OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU:   
 Well, the move to the new office went very well.  While the new suite is slightly larger than the old one, 
it seems that “stuff” expanded to take up more space than before! 
 The 2018 tax year turned out to be a surprise for many public employees since their federal tax 
withholding was reduced during 2018 in accordance with the lower tax rates anticipated.  Unfortunately the 
employer or pension plan people did not warn anyone so many found themselves “under-withheld”.  It turned 
out to be significant enough that the IRA waived the under-withholding penalties for the year. 
 Send us a copy of your 2018 tax return so that we can review your personal situation and possibly 
recommend a tax-saving idea or two. 
  
Market Event Sensitivity/Investment Planning (Part 3, yes another part to share!): 
 After the pre-Christmas dive for the stock market (Part 1), and the post-Christmas rally (Part 2) of the 
first quarter, we have just experienced Part 3 “small dive down and steep recovery” which has taken us into the 
volatile but relatively flat month of July.  On May 1, 2019 the S&P 100 index was about 3% LOWER than it 
was on January 1, 2018.  As I write this on July 23, 2019, that same index is up about 6% since May 1 this year. 
 As time has gone by, we have seen the underlying “participating” of all stocks in the various indexes 
rise, but most of the gains in the indexes are gotten by a modest number of stocks.  The last adjustment we made 
to our overall investment models was the day after the November 2018 election.  As it turned out our small 
increase in our stock market allocation has proven to be a boost to our steady year to date returns for 2019.  So 
far the first half of 2019 returns have exceeded the projected 5% annual rate of return we use for the retirement 
income plans we prepare for you. 
 
Tax Matters: 

For 2019 itemized deductions for your income tax return, your medical expenses must exceed 10% of 
your adjusted gross income.  This is up from 7.5% for 2018.  This means that it will be less likely that you will 
be able to deduct medical costs for 2019.  Also, the standard deduction amount is rising for 2019 which 
increases your likelihood of using the standard deduction instead of itemizing. 

If you are over age 70 and taking required distributions from IRA accounts, using the QCD (Qualified 
Charitable Distribution) option for your charitable contributions will likely be to your advantage, especially if 
you are using the standard deduction. 
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Please contact the office to schedule a time for a review or to update an existing financial plan that 
may be out of date. 

   
CURRENT INVESTMENT THOUGHTS:   
 

 
As I have been doing in my bulletins, I updated the chart above to demonstrate the recent volatility and 

trend in the stock market as measured by the S&P100 index.  As shown in prior newsletters, the primary 
purpose of this graph is to show the degree of participation of stocks within the index and therefore the under-
lying strength of current market behavior.  (The main chart in the middle of the page shows the percentage of 
stocks in the index trading ABOVE their 200 day moving average at the close of business each day during the 
18 months period shown).  At the January 2018 market high, 92+% of stocks were trading at a price above their 
200 day moving average.  At the most recent high, just above 75% of stocks were trading above their 200 day 
moving average. 

 
All the research we subscribe to includes price cycle information from the Charles Nenner Research 

Institute, fundamental research such as stock market price-to-sales, price-to-earnings, etc. from various internet 
sources, and the technical indicators provided by research sources such as TC2000, Stockcharts.com, and 
Market Technologies/Vantagepoint.  

 
 From that research I would say that current stock market short term downside risk matches and 

may outweigh the upside opportunity. 
  
 



Planning Tips:   
 A couple months ago, my Mom passed away at the age of “almost” 96.  She was a good Mom, and set a 
great example for everyone she new.  But it sure drove home for me the need and advisability of doing a good 
job of pre-planning for a parent’s or spouse’s passing.  We did the right things, titling her house and bank 
accounts in Transfer On Death form (legal in Wisconsin but real estate is not allowed in California).  Even then 
though each bank did the distribution differently.  Changing title at the county to three of us was not straight 
forward either.  My two brothers who live in Wisconsin took care of it all so it all worked out.  Of course we 
were “perfect” sons so all was handled with minimal inconvenience in the nature of mailing checks across 
county for multiple endorsements.   
 Mom made us do some work though.  We all knew that when she visited somewhere a new piece of 
jewelry accompanied her home.  She had BOXESSSSS! of jewelry (mostly rings) and no real way to 
differentiate between costume and otherwise. Upon arriving home, I made a resolution to go through and label 
all of my model trains stuff as to market value…NOT!  But at least I may leave some “roadmap” as to where in 
the garage everything is stached!   

By the way there were boxes of old photographs of people we can’t identify and Mom only labeled 
some of them.  For your own benefit, turn on a video recorder/smart phone and “interview” your appropriate 
relative so that when your curious daughter or grand-daughter asks “who is that sittng next to Great Grandma?” 
you may have a reasonable guess! 

Current experiences I am having with estates that are not so clear would suggest that keeping things 
simple is the key.  Basic items are ESSENTIAL, such as current will/trust, durable powers of attorney, medical 
directive forms (medical powers of attorney),  birth certificates, military discharge paperwork, and a list of all 
the current assets.  I will add another item just since yesterday:  a list of all user names and passwords for 
access to computers, smart phones, bank accounts, Costco/Amazon/eBay and other shopping or billing 
accounts. 

 
 
Hot Topics: 
 FDIC Insured High Interest Bank Account:   We have been hearing more about various investment 
firms and advisors offering high interest bank accounts.  TCFG has made arrangements and done the due 
diligence on such a program that offers a $100,000 minimum investment, FDIC insured up to $100,000,000.  
This is a liquid account with current interest above 2% (it changes based on how banks adjust to short term 
interest rates.  There are no costs to open the account, transfers back and forth to your bank/brokerage account 
are done by wire transfers.  This is NOT money that goes into a TCFG account.  This is a bank account that we 
can help you establish with a custodial bank to hold large cash balances from the sale of property, investments, 
inheritances, business funds, etc.  If you have questions about this call the office and ask to speak to Wesley 
or Tom. 
 529 Education Funding Plans:  We continue to see strong interest in these funding vehicles due to the 
potentially tax free status of earnings when they are used for the coverage of education costs which have now 
been expanded to include all levels of education for children and grand-children. 
 Also the flexibility provided to the “participant” (owner) of the account to change the beneficiaries, even 
back to themselves, in the event of disability to avoid penalties for non-educational use is often appealing. 
  
 
 
 

As a reminder, please call the office at (949) 367-9653 and set up an appointment if 
you have not specifically reviewed your financial objectives with us within the last year.  
This review can be done the same way we do the webinars if you prefer.  Also, a copy of 
the current TCFG ADV Disclosure document can be requested at any time. 

 
 



From the Grandkids:    

 
 For the last several years we have been taking the grand-kids to Disneyland for an 
over-night stay.  Last year, when the fifth grand-child was old enough to go, we decided 
we would need HELP!  So we recruited the kids’ parents as well.   
 In a rare quiet moment we caught (left to right) Samantha-7, Brooke-8, Morgan-12, 
Allison-6 and Thomas 6 responding to a photo request from Grandpa and Grandma. 
 In the last couple of months we have attended two separate Kindergarten 
graduations, a Southern California girls “8 and under” fast pitch softball tournament, Sea 
World - San Diego and any number of trips to Souplantation!  
 
   
This newsletter is published by Thomas J. Wolf, an investment advisor affiliated with TCFG Investment Advisors, LLC, a federally Registered 
Investment Adviser, and is provided free of charge to his clients. Sources are identified for clarity and to give credit where it is in our opinion important 
to do so.  All other statements are to be considered the opinions of Thomas J. Wolf as derived from his various sources of information and his subsequent 
interpretation of that information.  Any stated or implied recommendations herein are of a general nature and clients should consult with Mr. Wolf for 
advice concerning their particular situation. The information contained in this newsletter should not be construed as tax, accounting or legal advice. 
Past performance is not indicative of future returns. 
 In general the bond market is volatile, and fixed income securities carry interest rate risk.  Fixed income securities also carry inflation risk and 
credit and default risks.  Any fixed income security sold or redeemed prior to maturity may be subject to substantial gain or loss. 
Certain statements contained within are forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, statements that are predications of or indicate future 
events, trends, plans or objectives.  Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and 
unknown risk and uncertainties. 
 The views expressed within are of Thomas J. Wolf, not TCFG, and should not be construed as investment advice.  All information is believed 
to be from reliable sources; however TCFG makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. 
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Advisory Services through TCFG Investment Advisors, LLC a Registered Investment Adviser 
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